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　　　　　　　　　　　　Abstract

　　This PaPer ProPoses a rlew Prodaction system (PS)wi山

asぞげ‘adaptiveμnclion based olt lhe Java la几gl4agejnor-

＆r to realiぴa�owtdge-base(KB)devdoPment environ-

川ど耐μαΓ尉j,啄ρ/α面,7対決＆?ａ�どｎむどα,�zlθだg�,？脚ど甜

jorspecial software k)ols.This new l)5，called AdaPtive

Javcd)roduction System (A-JF)S)in lhis papeいllsojealures

ａμ∫どΓμ印/i/ど，?四/£,arjθﾀﾌ ﾌ?1ど∂la,7註脚心細gαCα心α/z?どｒ-

work(CN)aU｡wing general DAG slructures. By means of

£？どﾊﾞ｡7ε,1む心決ｇａｎど177どrj脚どzl哨//どa,7治Wa∬ara71cどA7Z?

based on A一刀)S，il is demonslraled lhal lhl! prr)posedseげ“

a＆仔7包z泌ﾀl脚ど哨∂ja4芦crj即。

1.1ntroducUon

　For distance learning assistance systems there is a strong

requirement for a self-adaptive function allowing flexib】e

changing of the assistancecontents according to the user's

characteristics ofunderstanding, called the userprofile.The

authors have proposed a learning assislance expert system

for use in various qualification exams[11，featuring an eval-

uation of the user profile by means of a Causal network

(CN)[21｡

　1n a previous paper， a production system with an adap-

tive function was proposed on the basis of OPS83【31，the

rule-based descrjptjon】anguage for building a produclion

system. However,the use of this language is not necessar-

ily guaranteed on every kind of operaling system (itis plat-

form dependent).Therefore this approach imposes some

restrictions on the user relating to the necessary sonware

and usab】e machines. Further in this approach, the structure

of the CN used as the user profile evaluator, was limited to

a tree structure, while there are some cases in real world ap-

p】ications，inwhich more general DAG structunls should be

incorpomted｡

　ln this paper,our previous work is extended with a view
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to establishing of a more practical method， Firstly a new

production system is proposed which uses a self-adaptive

function using Java， the general purpose programming lan-

guage with platform independent characteristics， in orderto

solve the firstofthe problems described above. Secondly, a

more general mechanism allowing arbitrary DAG structures

is realized for calculating the user profile in order to solve

the latter problem.

2.Experiments on the learning assistance sys-

　　tem using A-JPS

(1)New production system with self-adaptive function

based on Java

　　A new production system with a self-adaptation func-

tion, called the Adaptive Java Production System (A-JPS)，

is rea】ized by combination of Java Production System (JPS)

and the CN. The structure of A-JPS is shown in Figure

l.Using JPS an action space for a learning assistance

knowledge-base(KB)is described，where the behavior of

each action node is expressed using a single if-tlxln rule.

A reaction space colTesponding to the action space is or-

ganized as a Causal network anowing arbitrary DAG struc-

tures【21.The behavior of the CN is implemented as an

ordinary Java program.

(2)Experimental KB and its corresponding CN

　　A leaming assistance KB with a hierarchical structure

was implemented using A-JPS.The contents of the KB

were taken from a book of comments and exercises for a

qualification examination of the firstcategory i�ormalion

processing engineers of Japan. Although the orjginal con-

tents of the book contain nine chapters, only three of them，

Chapters 2，3 and 4，were usedjn order thal the time for

each user's experiment should be shorler than two hours.

Then a CN representing the reaction space was produced by

a human expert who is an engineer qualified in this exami-

nalion.Figure 2 shows the structure ofthe CN. ln Figure2，

chapters other than Chapters 2，3 and 4， were used only to



ｌ

prepare links for the probability propagations between dif-

ferent chapters. The structure of Figure 2 shows a general

DAG structure aHowing multiple chajns between different

nodes｡

　The conditional probabilities between nodes and the de-

greeofdifficultyofeachquestionwcregivenbythehuman

expert.

(3)Experimental procedure and results

　The fiow of the experiments is｀shown in Figure 3.1n

the level test of Figure 3 sample questions taken from each

chapter are executed to get the initial probability states of

the CN (initialuser profile).ln the level test all the sections

are not necessarily selected. ln Figure 3 all the questions

belonging to the chosen section arc executed. Then the re，

sults of the executions of the questions are fed back to the

CN to update the user profile｡

　Three people were chosen as users of the experimen-

ta1 KB and experiments were undertaken according to the

now of Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the relationships between

the degree of understanding of the various sections and the

number of times the assistance paths were executed， for a

specific user｡

　lt can be said from Figure 4 that the self-adaptation

method，in which the highest priority value was given to

the leaming of the weakest subject， works appropriately to

improve the understanding of the user.

3.Conclusion

　　A new production system， caned A-JPS has been pro-

posed in this paper.　lt features a user profile evaluation

mechanism using a Causal network allowing general DAG

structures，as wen as platform independence through use of

Java.An evaluation of the self-adaptation method was un-

dertaken using an experimental leaming assistance KB for

the qualification examination of the 趾st category informa-

tionprocessingengineersofJapan. ltwasdemonstratedthat

the self-adaptation method， featuring the selection strategy

ofdetermining the most appropriate assistance path， was ef-

fective.
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　　　(Action Spaoe)

　　　　Adaptive JavaProductionSytstem(A-JPS)

Figure l. Structure of the Adaptive Java Pro-

duction System(A･JPS)with self adaptive

function

Figure2.Structure of the CN used in the

periment
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Figure 3. Flow of the experiment

　　　　　　　　　　　　　numbefofimesofassitancepathexeculk)ns

Figure 4. An example of the relationships be-

tween the de9ree of understandin9 of a sec-

tion and the number of assistance path exe-

cutions
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